OPEN LETTER TO ALL MY FANS, FRIENDS AND FAMILY

It has been a long wonderful year for many of us with its ups and downs. We’ve gained and lost
loved ones. That is the order of life and we are, however, grateful that we have made it this far.
We are blessed to have travelled the breadths and lengths of our breath-taking country and abroad
following the dream of working continuously while contributing to the country’s economic growth
and recovery. Let’s use this short break to spend time with our beloved families and friends, who
were there for us throughout the year in different ways. The time to introspect on the past has
arrived, we need to think about how we will do better in every aspect of our lives and for those
around us.
We should always remember those who are less fortunate and share some of what we have with
them where possible. The ability to give is a blessing itself and your gift will go a long way in making
a difference in someone’s life, changing a circumstance or addressing a difficulty that someone may
be experiencing. As we travel, let’s please be vigilant on the road by practicing caution and obeying
the rules of the road. We also thank GOD for the reduction of road fatalities thus far with more than
10% compared to last year today. Take all the precautionary measures to avoid accidents and
incidents; we need each and every one in 2020.
I wish you all a belated Merry Christmas and a Happy New year. Let’s strive to live positively and
improve the next person’s life and leave this world in a better state. More importantly, let us not
forget that we are what we eat, let’s try to eat healthy food.
Let’s show each other more love and learn to say thank you more often. The blessings that come
with expressing gratitude are immense and rewarding in a very special way.
TO ALL MY SUPPORTERS: WHAT CAN I BE WITHOUT YOU? I WISH TO TAKE THIS SPECIAL MOMENT
TO SAY THANK YOU FOR YOUR UNWEAFERING SUPPORT. TO MY GOD THANK YOU, THANK YOU
AND THANK YOU FOR BEEN THE GOD I HAVE KNOWN YOU FROM THE DAY I WAS BORN.
FURTHERMORE, I WOULD LIKE TO ACKNOWLEGDE ALL THE PROMOTERS FOR BOOKING US, MEDIA
HOUSES AND ALL WHO HAVE BEEN THERE THROUGH US THROUGH THE JOURNEY. WE ARE HOPING
FOR A HEALTHY AND ENDLESS WORKING RELATIONSHIP.
MY GRATITUDE WOULD NOT BE COMPLETE IF I DID NOT MENTION THE HUMILITY AND HONOUR
BESTORTED UPON ME HAVING BEEN AWARDED AN HONORARY DOCTORATE AND I AM HUMBLED
BY THE APPRECIATION SHOWEN BY THE INSTITUTION IN PLACING ITS BELIEF IN ME, I’M TRULY
HONORED. TO SHOW MY GRATITUDE I HAVE DEDICATED THE 24TH OF MAY 2020 TO HONOUR THIS
ACHIVEMENT BY HOSTING A CONCERT FOR MORAL REGENERATION AT SUN ARENA TIME SQUARE IN
PRETORIA. SEE YOU THERE.

Be safe, drink responsibly, and celebrate graciously. Most importantly, let us love and care for the
young and the elderly.
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